High Point Feud
High Point Academy’s twist on the classic game of Family Feud! Two teams
will go head-to-head answering questions and hoping their answer is on the
board. But there is a twist!! Instead of asking the public for answers, we will
be asking the High Point Community (students, teachers, families). That
means that the questions AND answers may be different from the real game.
Rules
•
•
•

Two to five people per family/group to be able to participate.
The event will be held via zoom every Friday (depending on the number of teams)
The event will be held from 5:00-6:30pm

Price of Admission
$3 per person (total of $15 for 5 family/group members)
• Payment will be made out to HPA Student Council.
• You can pay by Cash, Check, or Credit.
How the Game Works
To start the game one member of each family will have to choose a reaction in zoom to buzz in their answer.
The first family to select the correct reaction will be given an opportunity to answer the question. If their answer
is correct, and the highest on the board, they will be given an option to play or pass. If their answer is not on the
board, or not the highest, then the opposing family will be given an opportunity to take a guess and decide if they
want to play or pass if their answer appears on the board.
If you guess incorrectly, a strike is given. Three strikes and it goes to the opposing family/group where they have
a chance to steal. If they get a strike, the points are awarded to the original family/team, but if the team are able
to answer all the questions, they will steal all the points.
The first round is normal points, the second round is double points, and the third round is triple points.
Based on the number of teams/families there will be different ways of playing
• 10 or more teams, bracket-style single life
• 9 or fewer teams, bracket-style double lives
Each answers point value will be determined by the number of people who said that answer
Example: 100 people asked a question of favorite fruit, 68 people answered apple which is the top
answer, top answer = 68 points

Prizes and Entry Form on page 2→

Prizes
Prizes are determined by the place you are in when the game is over.
1st Place

25% of prize money + HPA Large Swag bag

2nd Place

15% of prize money + HPA Medium Swag Bag

3rd Place

10% of prize money + HPA Small Swag Bag

50% of the money raised will be used by student council for new basketball hoops on the playground. Any leftover
funds will be put towards our Specials program.

Sign Up information
*Please return the information below to Mr. Li by Sunday, April 11, 2021.
Team/Family Name: _____________________________________________________________
Email Contact for Team: __________________________________________________________
Participants on the Team (first and last name):
1. ___________________________________
2. ___________________________________
3. ___________________________________
4. ___________________________________
5. ___________________________________

Parent Signature (For everyone under 18):
1. _______________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________

5. _______________________________________________________

